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in Christ:

Sisters and Brothers

Dear

May the peace of

our Lord

Jesus

Christ,the love of God the Father and the communion of the Holy
Spirit be always with you!
This

entire month of March finds

a graceful

deeply into the sacred li-

time for all of us

to meet

living God of Jesus more deeply and in greater purity of heart.

the

This
but
on

is

It

turgical season of Lent.

us

is

also for
to us

a wonderful time,not only for more prayer and fasting,

solid study

through

on our part

revelation as passed

of God's

and the teaching charism

the chosen Apostles of Jesus

in the Church given to the bishops who have authority to teach and
preserve us

I have

times."

from human errors in essential matters of faith
this month's

chosen as

teaching the

and morals.

topic of "the end

So many Catholics have recently been in contact with

tian fundamentalists who base their acceptance of God's

Chris-

revelation

solely upon their interpretation of what they read in Scripture.
it

isn't

this

inthe Bible,it

is

not

God's revelation." Have you

not

"If

heard

from many sincere and prayerful Protestants?
But

finding certain statements

guarantee a clear

and

in the Bible does not

understanding of

exact

such

always

statements. Other-

wise why are there so many Christian Churches,especially among the

fundamentalists,if everything is so clearly found in Scripture?
if mytho-poet ic,allegorical language

Confusion arises often
has been used by

language is

such

examples of
about

the

authors

interpreted as

this are

literally and historically true.

the end of the world,the second coming of

after Jesus

the Lord,the "rap-

(millenarianism) of Christ's reign

on

subjugates Satan.
understanding through contact with our Catholic,

How does a right

traditional teachings about

Prayer must

Some

taking literally what Scripture tells us

the

ture" and the 1,000 years
earth

in the Old and New Testaments and yet

of

come out

"the end times" impact our prayer-life?

and be

guided by God's

objective revelation

through Scripture and tradition as handed down through the Church's
teachings. Right

teaching and right

God and neighbors and the

Prayer comes out of
by

living in our relationships with

created world around us must

go together.

God's revealed truths and our lives are directed

those same truths.

_

Prayerfully yours,
„

~
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THE END TIMES
Could you honestly say that,in the wake

of

so many recent

devastating earthquakes,the Middle East war,the rampant crimes
committed everywhere on our

streets,the increase of world ter-

rorism,the threat of unemployment facing many workers throughout
the world,you haven't wondered at

least whether we are nearing

the end of our created world?
Asa Christian,you have undoubtedly believed for
time that this earth as
You have recited

ing of

the Lord

and the

the -Creed that
Jesus to

to

it will one day reach its end.
professes faithin the
in glory to

this earth

second

judge the

the

com-

living

perhaps you have been too practical minded

dead. But

worry too much about
blems

we know

long

a

to

details. You have too many other pro-

problem of ending His

solve so why worry about God’s

c r e a t ion?

VARIOUS APPROACHES
Yet,as we reach

the

impending future.

the

cerning the future of pl
These are

ture

earth is

speculators con-

group of

that of

the

futurologist s.

looking se-

in order to foresee

the resources of our earth

the

fu-

and to plan now for their attainment. Alvin Toffler de-

needs

fines

anet

One

the economists and other scientists who are

riously at

our Chris-

is becoming a focal point for various spe-

tian era,the year 2000
culations about

the second millenium of

end of

a "futurist" as

such

a

"growing school of social critics,

scientists,philosophers,planners,and others who concern themselves
with the alternatives facing man as
an onrushing future"

Such

futurists

(The
see

tial locked within the

bring forth

a

manner. The

future

richer
is

collides with

Futurists;p.3).

the future

earth’s

an unfolding of

as

resources

that

the poten-

can be developed to

world if human beings cooperate in a logical
a fruition much

seen as

growth from an acorn. The process
there

the human race

is

a

as

an oak

tree

is

the

"becoming" of what is already

.

From right

wing Christian Evangelicals there comes an ever-

growing "new apocalypticism"

that differs radically from the

fu-

turists. They base their future prediction,not on a be coming,but
on

a

coming,

moters

up

the

coming imminently of

Jesus

Christ.

They are

the pro-

of"the boom in doom",as Newsweek called this type of stepped-

Christian speculation about

the end of

the world. Their books

3
abound in book stores with titles

such as

The Late Great Planet

Earth ,Th e Terminal Gener a t_i on G od's PI an for the Future The
,

You

,

Going to Hap-

on Earth’s

the Future,Armageddon,and What

Can Know

Vision

pen?
The most outspoken latter-day prophet of right-wing Christian

apocalypticism is Hal Lindsey who pinpoints the end of the world in
his

Planet Ea r t h,t o come imminently "within

book,The Late Great

years

1948". The New Apocalypticism derives its knowledge

so of

or

forty

of the terrible destruction of

the earth and

cond coming of Jesus Christ,not

the

signs of

from the authentic sayings and par-

ables of Jesus,but from an insistence upon a literal
the apocalyptic

the se-

fulfillment of

in the Old and New Testaments.

sayings found

A CHRISTIAN ESCHATOLOGY
And,yet,throughout all of

the tension between a becoming of

mingling of

locked within
the

Christianity there has been a happy

our earth and

coming of

a

apocalyptic,the yearning for

den intervention

this world and
wicked,has

of Jesus Christ

to bring

the potentialities

Christ. A true sense of

the fulfillment through the
to put

an end

judgment to the

final

always been an essential part of

tian eschatology (which means

the study

to

just

sud-

the sufferings of
as

well as

the

this authentic Chris-

of the end t. imes)

promises a transformed humanity and a cosmos through the
of human beings working under grace with God's

imminent

.

The Bible

cooperation
and creative

presence in all of matter.
The

term

apocalyptic

(Rev.l:l)that means
of

type

id derived from the Greek word apokalypsis

an uncovering or a revealing. It refers

literature that bears this

name and

is

to

that

mainly concerned with

revealing what has been hidden. It can be used in several meanings.
Basically it

refers

to

a group of writings

istics mostly developed in the
first

century AD.

Then it

with common character-

last two centuries BC through the

can denote ideas and concepts

that

are

found

in such apocalyptic writings.
Pure

apocalypticism never was a good carrier

that Jesus came to bring us.

preaches the power of
His

Christianity is

the past

mercy,especially in His

of the good news

a Gospel of

hope. It

and in which God has repeatedly shown

Son,Jesus Christ,who died for all mankind.
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It

preaches also the importance of

ceive the Spirit of the risen Jesus and
into anew earth

in glory of Christ

toration of all things in Him

truths

is

also preaches the coming

judgment and res-

and a final

the Father.

to

THE RETURN OF
If apocalypticism

this present world

co-create

it

and anew heaven. But

this earth

back to

THE LORD
for conveying the basic

a poor vehicle

of Christianity,it,however, has

important

an

element to con-

tribute to the preaching of Christianity. Primitive

eagerly looked forward to the coming of
New Testament we

tings of

Christianity

imminently.

Jesus

In the

find apocalyptic language used. However,the wri-

do

the New Testament are not

to be

considered as

strictly so-called apocalyptic writings mentioned
specific

in which to re

the present moment

ideas,chiefly on prediction in history

a part

of

the

above,based on

of what will in-

fallibly happen when certain signs happened that foretold the com-

ing of

the long awaited Messiah in His

earth.

We

of

can

indeed find

Jesus and His

second coming back

Such

this

sayings

in the New Testament individual

followers,especially the author of

velat ions and St. Paul.

to

the Book

apocalyptical language,as found

of Re-

in Mark

13,Matthew 24,Luke

21,1 Corinthians 12,2 Thessal onians 2 and Revela-

tions,provides the

authors with

that was well known both
century.

It was not meant

the end of
to

the world so

the readers of

moment

to

a language framework of

and His

Jesus

to

much

followers of

reference
the first

disclose historical,future events about
as

to

such writings as

give exhortation and instructions
to

that would lead the Christians

how to act now in
to

final

the

the present

end of

the world.

MILLENARIANISM
Millenarianism is
second coming of
earth
The

to

in

Jesus Christ

derived from

Scripturally it

is based

on

tions 20:1-15 which teaches that
and

that

the martyrs

and

that will last

the Latin word for

_

the

text

to

for

1000 years.

1000,mi 11e and annum,
of

Satan will be

those faithful

reign with Him on this earth

that,before the

judgment,He will return to this

establish an earthly kingdom

word is

year

the teaching that holds

the Book of
chained for

Revela1000 years

Jesus will come back and

in a messianic kingdom.
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Such

literal interpretation of

has been held in Che

the Book

of Revelations

early Church by a few church Fathers,but

1

text

in

general such a teaching has been condemned as heretical from the
St. Augustine to the present time.

time of

THE RAPTURE
It

this teaching that is broadcast so constantly on TV funda-

is

programs,advocating
Based on a

in

faulty

the theory of

"rapture."

pre-tr

interpretation of the Greek word used by St. Paul

1 Thessalonians 4: 16-17, such

suddenly and catch His

teaching holds that Jesus will come

chosen ones up

in a

rapture,taking them into

the sky without a moment's notice. Those who are left will be

sub-

jected to great hribulat ions. Hence the dispensationalists work out
a teaching

be

of

taking place before any

inflicted upon the true believers of

"pre-tribulation." The

is

ture
not

on the rapture

rest

the "chosen ones" whom Christ
the sufferings and

of

has

tribulations

sufferings can

Christ. Therefore,the rapthe world will suffer,but

"raptured"

selected to be

inflicted upon mankind.

According to this erroneous interpretation Christ
two phases.

The

believers will

true

return

"rapture" will be the first resurrection of the

who will be

taken up with Christ

riage with the Lamb of

God.

into glory for

During these

lations will take place on earth.

in the

glory accompanied by His
final battle of

Such
years

teaching

must

believers

to

tribu-

great

begins his

terri-

Jesus and He will

disciples to destroy His

enemies

Armaggedon.
be rejected in

the

light of

of Christian interpretation and because

do full

true

seven years

turn

with Him.

a seven year mar-

The Antichrist

fying reign,but eventually the Jews will
come in

will come in

"rapture" will precede the coming of Christ with

His resurrected ones and all
The

out

the entire

2000

its teachers fail to

justice to the entire Old and New Testament revelation.

naive literal interpretaion of

lightened tapestry woven

out

selective prophecies and an unen-

of texts drawn without

any regard for

the historical context which exalts an elite group of
Christians who will not

suffer

Its

any

self-righteous

tribulation while the majority of

other human beings will receive the wrath of a vengeful God totally

ignores the full

messages of God's

revealed Word.
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A NEW EARTH AND A NEW HEAVEN
What

this world that God,

the destiny of

is

that God

He

created it,as

"was very good" (Gn

reported in the Book of Genesis,saw that it
Scripture guarantees to us

v; hen

1:31)?

involved in a process of

is

evo-

lution, in which He,with the cooperation of us human beings,is engaged in transforming this material creation into "anew heaven and
anew earth"

(Rv

21:1).

God never creates

to

destroy but only to

transform into something that will give Him greater glory as
flects

the unity brought

about by His

This present earth,that knows
vision and separation,is

loving activity within

so much

by God's

meant

it

re-

matter.

of disharmony and evil,diinto a

eternal plan to enter

fulfillment,a recapitulation and reconciliation of all things to His
original plan.

This

is ve ry much

taking vision of the role of

the

in his breath-

the vision of

St. Paul

cosmic Christ

recorded in

letter

the Colossians:

to

He is the image of the unseen God
and the first-born of all creation,
for in him were created
all things in heaven and on earth;
everything visible and everything invisible...
As he is the beginning,
he was first to be born from the dead,
so that he should be first in every way;
because God wanted all perfection
to be found in him
and all things to be reconciled through him and
everything in heaven and everything on earth,
when he made peace
by his death on the cross (Col 1:15-20).
The work of Christ
created order by

prophecies that

ment

is

This

is

together into

a unity,into a

the proper understanding of

speak of not

a literal

Is

reconciliation of

65:17

St. Paul

and

referring to

all

true

the Old Testa-

the universe,but of

created things by Christ

to

the Father.

and Rv.21:1 we read about anew heaven and anew earth.
the early Fathers understood this as
the completion of

Christian vision of

Jesus believes that by

the biblical

way of.

the entire universe.

A TRUE
The

sharing in

1000 year period of har-

mony before the tribulations and destruction of
a final

for him,

nothing less than to redeem the entire

bringing it

Body,the Church.

His

In

the

the

CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDING
incarnation and resurrection of

assuming a material body,the Word made

flesh

7
inserted Himself into

and resurrection,Christ,in His
now present

gloriously spiritualized humanity,is

in anew manner. He

the cosmos

to

God's created cosmos. By His death

the heart of

along with the cooperation of

ment

Christ.

will be everything and He

will be in everything (Col 3:11).

sense,the parousia,tne final appearance in glory of

Christ,is already present in our universe.

is not coming

He

into completion the entire created world. This
Satan!

He

a victory that will be

full

world belongs to Christ,

in process the victory over cosmic evil,

now achieving

is

as

is working to transform and bring

though He has never been here. He

not

the

creation toward Ome g a when there will be only

of God’s

In a real

in history of

us human beings

completion
He

is directing the move-

and perfect at

time. In those

the end of

in

is now living,there flows the same eschatological life He

whom Christ

will live in

them in

of death,sin and

second coming.

the

disorder by

He

now overcoming the forces

is

bringing about a gradual transformation

in the final parous ia.

Now,in this last stage,this
God did not
ment alis t s

,

deem it

transformation will be brought

necessary for

us

to know

description of

who appeal to the

all

about,

the details. Funda-

a gigantic cosmic cata-

clysm,bringing an end to this material world,fail to see the

Jew-

apocalyptic imagern and the deeper meaing in the pass age:"The

ish

Day of

a thief,and then with

the Lord will come like

will vanish,the elements will catch
all

it

that

flames and

contains will be burnt
the elements melt in

up will be

burnt

the sinfulness

fire

and fall

up.,.when the
(2

the heat"

If

the sky

apart,the earth and
sky will dissolve in

P 3:10-13). What will be

and disharmony,and righteousness

reign through a transformation of what was
perfected in Christ

a roar

imperfect to what will

God would annihilate

the present cosmos,Satan would indeed

great victory.

transform

into higher forms of unity and uniqueness of each crea-

be

God never creates

taking its place in the total Christ.

kingdom,we

cannot

write off

this present

destroyed nor can we rejoice

the

incarnation and

ter

as

good but

be

Jesus.

have won a

ture

will

to

As

has

citizens of

earth as a

God's

total loss only to

in its deterioration. This

the fundamental truth that

that He

destroy but only to

God not

is

to

deny

only sees mat-

inserted Himself through Jesus Christ

into

8
each atom of creation and is

to bring all

working from within

things

into anew creation.
have a grave responsibility as we

We

away into a far-f ut ur e, he ave illy region

run

time from our duty to work with God's
into God's Kingdom.

With

St. Paul we

manent, indwelling force,actively

ing in the cosmos of God's
formed in His

His

in the reconciliation

unto

should see Christ

creation. Christ

conciling His

of

the cosmos

In purity of heart

turn

in need of

As

we

turn

flection that

God which

His

heals us

to be

and move and act out

It

of

servants

us,not

pro-

concentration

the environment,

a

adore and serve God who infinitely loves
and His

to worry

the second coming
Son

lovingly

in the most

detracting from our full

Jesus Christ

asking

we

service toward others to live

a conscious love for God

divine milieu,in which we

in

as

inner har-

God's grace after much

the given tasks at hand,our work can be

Body of His

Christ's

and work. We yield our talents

is possible by

situations. Without

tails of

of

love,we find Christ more

live according to God's

prayer and purificationand loving

the

only we can develop with

guided by the values of Christ.

of our selfish

seek to

work to serve others.

God is

find Christ re-

to

the building

in each event. We become His

and serves us

creation

within ourselves daily in prayer and purifying re-

direction. We

mony found

all

"conversion", a turning to-

easily in our material involvements

on

locked inside of

within ourselves daily and hear

a constant

ward the indwelling Spirit

fane

Christ's power and the com-

to

add something unique to

to

a role to play

has

and humility we are to see the uniqueness

of ourselves,given talents by

to

OF CHRIST

guiding us.

of Christ

are

im-

and to be actually able to cooperate in His

cosmos

cosmic redemption,we must

Body. We

an

here and now being

is

Body and each of us

potentiality God has

the

God's grace

as

working,suffering,rejoicing,grow-

His eternal glory (2 Cos 5:17-19). In order

the Spirit

in the mean-

and cop out

Body.

are members of

pletion of

to

plan to co-create this earth

BUILDING THE BODY
We

this earth,not

live on

about

of Christ;

into its

Holy Spirit.
the "end times"

and

the de-

rather we are to work to build

fullness. He

is

already present and

inserted into matter. There can be no greater humanizing force in
our lives than to work consciously toward this goal. For we have

9
been created-

be

to

according to His

process,through our daily lives of

are continuously in

image. We

activities and passivities,joys

and sorrows,sin and re conciliation,of being divinized into God’s

loving children by becoming one in His
know ourselves in
sion of His

the Father’s

only begotten Son.

eternal love,we become the exten-

Son's Body,to bring others by our love and God’s

Then God’s

in all things.

eternal plan will be

But

completed. God will be

in the meantime God

sion given to us by His

love

(Mt

the world will last”

long as

times as

Go,there fore,and

I am with you at all

28:18-20).

RIGHT TEACHING —RIGHT
What

does this topic about

personal prayer-life? There
the key

is

to

authority

eternal Son,Jesus Christ:"Absolute

all nations your disciples...And mark:

a right

is

the

LIVING

"end times" have

simple law in the

a

found

in the commis-

challenges us

in heaven and on earth has been conferred upon me.

that

we

into that Body.

in us

make

As

understanding about

to

do with

your

spiritual life

the end of

the world.

early Greek Fathers were unanimous in their realization that

The

orthodoxy(orthodoxia) or right

teaching and orthop r ax is or right

practice go together.
Simply put ,Christ.ians must
tion about His

nature and His

rightly believe in God’s

relationships

us

to

revela-

and His

created

world,about our human nature and the end or purpose of our creation and

that

of the entire material world.lf in our prayer,we are

convinced of God’s

then in our daily living,in every
God-revealed truths will be
We

this earth:"But

on

not

even the

It

as

servants

directing force.

regarding that

angels in heaven,nor yet

out,be wide awake!

is

our

You

day or hour no one knows,
the

Son,but

only the Father.

do not know when the moment arrives.

their authority,assigning to each his

he directs the doorkeeper,in particular,to keep

therefore; for you do not know when the
for

He did while He

as

when a man goes abroad: on leaving his house,he

whether late in

the

master

13:32-37).

gives his

special task,but
awake. Remain awake,
of

the house

evening or about midnight. .What

all. Remain awake!" (Mk

ours,

thought,word and deed,such solid

will obey Jesus who still exhorts us

was

Look

and this cosmos of

eternal plan for us

I

returns,

say to you,l mean
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The following tapes are available for $4.00 each,postage is included. Write: Clarence Dionne; 311.2 Concord Ave ; A1 h amb ra,Ca. 9 1 8 0 3
.

1.

Jesus Said about the End

of

the World;

.

Ml5B

ianism; M 159

2.

3. Go Forth;

I Am with You; Ml6O

4. Re leasing God’s

Presence in

the World;

ClO7

5. Following Jesus Christ;AAo4
6. The Eucharist and Daily Work

7. Doing All Things

in ‘Love;

ClO6
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We of Contemplative Ministries have been overwhelmed by the
interest shown in our short announcement recently about the herbal
supplement called Km (in the IJSA) or Matol (in Canada). So many have
eagerly ordered a bottle and we know they will see great effects,as
we have,when they use it daily for a month.
Mrs. Marline Dawe, a Canadian,writes about the effects she has
experienced in using this herbal-mineral supplement: "Since I started
to use Matol just over one year ago,l no longer wear my . glasses except
for reading. It is so wonderful to enjoy the extra dimension of energy
and to think clearly
even my memory is much improved. I thank Our
Lord for Matol.”
She has become a distributor of Matol in Canada,so if any of our
Canadian subscribers to INSCAPE would like to order Matol,they can
receive it by writing to her :Mrs.Marline Dawe; 123
2600 E.49th Ave.
Vancouver,BC.VsS IJB. Another well established supervisor and friend
from whom Matol in Canada can be ordered is: Mike DeCruyenaere;
1109-11230 St. Albert Trail; Edmonton,ALTA: TSM 3P2; 403-455-4470.
Those in the USA who would like to try Km, write to Mrs. .June Culver;
850 Coastline Drive; Seal Beach,CA, 90740; 213-598-2025. Send $34 made
out
to CONTEMPLATIVE MINISTRIES,which includes postage.
S C_HE PULE

OF

FR.MALON EY

1. March 8-12;week mission in St. Mary’s Parish; East Isli p,N Y;
516-581-4358.
2. Weekend retreat sponsored by the Sacred Heart Institute,Caldwell,NJ;

201-226-7111;Mar.20-22.
3. Week Mission in St. Patrick’s Parish; Huntington,NY; Mar. 23-28.
4 .Weekend retreat at La Casa; Scottsdale,AZ; 602-949-9319; April. 3-5.
s.Weekend retreat in La Purissima Parish,Lompoc,CA,April 10-12.
kkkkkkkkk

TO

SUBSCRIPE
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INSCAPE

CONTEMPLATIVE MINISTRIES
*5O COASTLINE DR.
SEAL BEACH, CA 30740

NAME
ADDRESS
(A

suggested donation of
of

postage

$lO for

and printing/
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issues

is

asked to defray high costs

